
RISE with SAP is a compelling solution for 

modern Enterprises running SAP who want 

to convert their existing software licenses to 

a subscription model and leverage SAP for a complete 

managed service.

The challenge to adopting RISE with SAP is that it is 

designed as a platform for SAP S/4HANA. Typical SAP 

landscapes have a rich and tightly integrated environment 

of SAP, non-SAP, and legacy SAP components that will 

never move to SAP S/4HANA yet are essential to the 

operation of the business.

Lemongrass’s portfolio of services is optimized to support 

deployments of RISE with SAP and help companies use 

technology to redesign business processes for more 

predictable outcomes and accelerate time-to-value while 

also driving innovation.

Lemongrass and RISE with SAP
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RISE with SAP Services:

ADVISE

SAP clients embarking on transformational initiatives now have even more delivery models to consider. Our Advisory 

services are designed to identify business challenges, define a transformation vision and build a business case 

to guide their roadmap, delivery, change management and continuous innovation. We also help to design and 

implement a Cloud operating model that delivers the most value from the RISE platform including:

• Discovery which includes mapping key systems with high data gravity and connectivity to future state SAP 

S/4HANA through a rapid migration prototyping methodology leveraging the Lemongrass Cloud Platform (LCP)

• An SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA to test and identify areas that need immediate remediation and 

capture dependent non-SAP environments that need to be migrated along with the SAP systems.

• A plan to designate systems compatible with RISE and identify any non-RISE-compatible systems. This could 

include Application Archiving for applicable systems.

• SAP transformation strategy supported by a business case, migration approach and roadmap along with 

Operational considerations and recommendations.

Lemongrass and SAP

Lemongrass has a long-standing and synergistic 

relationship with SAP — as a Service Partner since 

2009 and an SAP Development partner since 2012. 

We have a large, highly certified SAP team with 

over a decade of SAP on Cloud skills and we are a 

certified RISE with SAP partner.

Qualifications and Capabilities

• Certified RISE Partner

• SAP S/4HANA

• SAP S/4HANA Cloud Private (RISE)

• Partner Managed Cloud (PMC) Approved

• SAP OE Build Authorization

• Business Technology Platform

Benefits

Simple: 

One partner to migrate required systems and manage the transition to RISE with SAP. Security and 

business continuity solutions are included as well as operational alignment across SAP and non-

SAP applications

Flexible: Ability to scale infrastructure up and down dynamically and enable new agile ways of working

Efficient:
Minimized network latency between systems as the non-SAP supported applications will run the 

same hyperscale platform as SAP S/4HANA

Accessible:
Easy access from RISE with SAP to Cloud Native technologies (i.e., Redshift, Synapse or Big Query) 

working through established SAP integration (BTP)
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About Lemongrass

Lemongrass is a software-enabled services provider, synonymous with SAP on Cloud, focused on delivering superior, highly 

automated Managed Services to Enterprise customers. Our customers span multiple verticals and geographies across the 

Americas, EMEA and APAC. We partner with AWS, SAP, Microsoft, Google and other global technology leaders.

MIGRATE

Lemongrass has over a decade of experience performing 

large heterogeneous migrations with minimal downtime 

and business disruption. 

Lemongrass has developed a proprietary migration 

technology, LIM (Lemongrass Implementation 

Methodology) that accommodates RISE-specific 

migrations and has already successfully delivered multiple 

RISE migration scenarios efficiently and with minimal risk 

including S/4HANA transformations, conversions to Suite 

on HANA, and S/4HANA to S/4HANA Cloud Migrations.

OPERATE

Lemongrass RISE+: A rapid, low-risk and economical 

migration path to RISE with SAP for customers seeking 

minimal functional change. Lemongrass RISE+ ensures 

the process of migrating SAP systems and integrating 

ancillary SAP and non-SAP systems is seamless and rapidly 

enables the benefits of the Cloud, including accelerating 

the enablement of Cloud-native tooling and services. 

This enables a faster release pace, easier management, 

automation, and innovation to integrate data from  

other systems.

Lemongrass RISE FLEX: A unique way for Enterprises 

to leverage Cloud-native capacity for Project/Training 

environments on-demand after they adopt RISE with 

SAP. Using LCP customers can create a self-service 

development environment for testing and feature 

branching for faster SAP releases.

Lemongrass SAP RISE Wrapper: A service wrapper 

across all RISE with SAP and Lemongrass services. 

Lemongrass is the Service Layer between the customer 

and SAP regardless of whether parts of the customer’s 

landscapes sit in RISE or Cloud Native (before being moved 

to RISE). This includes Integrated Management Tooling 

through LCP.

Application Archiving Services: An offering that takes 

advantage of Cloud consumption-based, on-demand 

pricing to retain a full copy of the legacy SAP application 

that only incurs costs when infrequently accessed. All 

configuration, transaction, master and audit data are 

RISE with SAP Services

retained. This is provided as a fully managed service 

with user self-service “apps” to start and stop the system 

when required. Providing fast, easy access to data while 

eliminating the need for new users to learn how to extract 

information from old, unfamiliar systems.

INNOVATE

SAP BTP (Business Technology Platform) Services: A 

key component of the SAP product roadmap critical for 

a successful SAP on Cloud strategy. Lemongrass offers 

several services to help accelerate BTP adoption for  

RISE customers.

SAP Signavio: Identifying business process 

improvements enabled by the move to S/4HANA. The 

first step to improving a process is to understand where 

efficiency improvements deliver the most value. 

Analytics Services: An agile data service offering to 

rapidly enable critical SAP data to be easily accessed 

and enriched and allow companies to innovate and 

differentiate by leveraging either SAP Datasphere 

or Cloud-native data services like Data Lakes, Cloud 

analytics combined with Machine Learning and AI.

Yancoal is Australia’s largest pure-play coal producer. 

The company’s interests and operations consist 

of open cut and underground coal mines across 

New South Wales, Queensland, and Western 

Australia.

“Yancoal has built a platform to enable its vision 

of an Intelligent Mining organization. With SAP 

S/4HANA we can further optimize our business 

processes and implement new capabilities to 

support our strategic aims.”

Maria Rodriguez, Manager Business Solutions
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